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Abstract13
Seismic reflection images of thermohaline circulation from the Bellingshausen Sea,14
adjacent to the West Antarctica Peninsula, were acquired during February 2015. This sur-15
vey shows that bright reflectivity occurs throughout the upper 300 m. By calibrating these16
seismic images with coeval hydrographic measurements, intrusion of warm-water features17
onto the continental shelf at Marguerite and Belgica Troughs is identified and characterized.18
These features have distinctive lens-shaped patterns of reflectivity with lengths of 0.75–19
11.00 km and thicknesses of 100–150 m, suggesting that they are small mesoscale to sub-20
mesoscale eddies. Abundant eddies are observed along a transect that crosses Belgica Trough.21
Near Alexander Island drift, a large, O(102) km3, bowl-like feature, that may represent an an-22
ticyclonic Taylor column, is imaged on a pair of orthogonal images. A modified iterative23
procedure is used to convert seismic imagery into maps of temperature that enable the num-24
ber and size of eddies being transported onto the shelf to be quantified. Concentration of25
observed eddies south of the Southern Antarctic Circumpolar Current Front implies they are26
both a dominant, and a long-lived, mechanism of warm-water transport, especially across27
Belgica Trough. Finally, analysis of pre-stack shot records suggests that these eddies are ad-28
vecting southward at speeds of O(0.1) m s−1, consistent with limited legacy hydrographic29
measurements. Our observations imply that previous estimates of eddy frequency may have30
been underestimated by up to one order of magnitude, which has significant implications for31
calculations of ice mass loss on the shelf of the West Antarctic Peninsula.32
1 Introduction33
Analysis of satellite observations from the Pacific margin of West Antarctica suggests34
that increased basal melt rates of the ice shelf are a leading cause of ice mass loss [Rignot35
et al., 2008; Pritchard et al., 2012]. Widespread and intensifying glacial acceleration has36
been linked to on-shelf transport of Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) that is ∼3 ◦C warmer37
than the sea surface freezing point. CDW is a major component of the Antarctic Circumpolar38
Current (ACC). This current transports ∼140 × 106 m3 s−1 of water in a continuous east-39
ward loop around Antarctica. At the southern boundary of the ACC, this flow is concentrated40
along the Southern Antarctic Circumpolar Current Front (SACCF; Figure 1). In the Belling-41
shausen Sea, the average location of the SACCF is beside the continental shelf edge. Due to42
this proximity, cross-shelf exchange of CDW through a series of bathymetric troughs is en-43
hanced. Interaction between ice shelves that terminate offshore and intruding CDW could44
increase basal melting, thus boosting glacial acceleration and ice mass loss [Rignot et al.,45
2008; Klinck and Dinniman, 2010; Wåhlin et al., 2010]. In this way, ice mass loss could be46
promoted on annual and decadal timescales, moderating adjacent sea-ice cover, affecting for-47
mation of dense shelf waters, and controlling the amount of nutrients available for primary48
production [Prézelin et al., 2000, 2004; Hellmer et al., 2012]. A more refined understanding49
of warm-water transport may help to underpin the nature of physical and biological processes50
that are active along Antarctic continental shelves.51
Despite its fundamental importance, the mechanism of warm-water intrusion is poorly52
understood, due to the relative sparsity of hydrographic measurements across the Southern53
Ocean. Furthermore, the Bellingshausen Sea has been studied less intensively than other54
Antarctic marginal seas. Existing mooring observations and WOCE-style transects have hor-55
izontal resolutions of 20–50 km that are unable to capture mesoscale (i.e. 10–100 km) and56
sub-mesoscale (i.e. 1–10 km) variability of advecting water masses. Nevertheless, previ-57
ous studies have shown that there are four possible intrusive mechanisms associated with58
CDW: general upwelling [Prézelin et al., 2000; Martinson et al., 2008]; episodic diversion59
of ACC onto shelf [Dinniman and Klinck, 2004]; flow onto the shelf caused by interaction of60
ACC with bathymetry [Klinck et al., 2004]; and eddy transport [Moffat et al., 2009; Klinck61
and Dinniman, 2010; St-Laurent et al., 2013; Stewart and Thompson, 2015; Graham et al.,62
2016].63
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Regional numerical models of oceanic circulation with resolutions of up to 1 km sug-64
gest that an energetic eddy field is a leading cause of on-shelf intrusion [Stewart and Thomp-65
son, 2015; Stewart et al., 2018]. Unfortunately, only a limited amount of hydrographic ob-66
servations have been acquired that enable the existence and variability of this putative field to67
be quantified. Here, we present, interpret and analyze a calibrated seismic reflection survey68
with a view to investigating cross-shelf thermohaline structure. Seismic (i.e. acoustic) imag-69
ing exploits conventional multi-channel equipment and can be used to constrain oceanic fine70
structure down to abyssal depths with spatial resolutions of O(10) m [Holbrook et al., 2003;71
Biescas et al., 2008; Ruddick et al., 2009; Sheen et al., 2009]. Calibration of these vertical72
slices through the water column with coeval hydrographic measurements demonstrates that73
acoustic reflectivity is mainly produced by temperature changes as small as 0.03 ◦C [Nandi74
et al., 2004; Ruddick et al., 2009; Sallarès et al., 2009].75
Our principal goal is to demonstrate that calibrated seismic surveying can be used to76
constrain the mesoscale to sub-mesoscale eddy field and to quantify its physical properties.77
In this way, our understanding of shelf-slope exchange processes and their contribution to ice78
mass loss can be improved. First, we outline the nature of the problem by describing regional79
water mass structure within the region of interest and by summarizing hydrographic obser-80
vations of warm-water intrusions. Secondly, acquisition, processing and calibration of the81
seismic reflection survey are described. Finally, we show how the resultant seismic images82
can be converted into temperature distributions and used to isolate and quantify mechanisms83
of warm-water transport.84
2 Oceanographic Setting85
Figure 2a shows the regional setting along the western edge of the West Antarctica86
Peninsula, where ice sheets extrude onto the shallow water shelf. During cruise JR298, a87
total of 39 hydrographic casts were deployed: five Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD)88
casts; 11 Expendable Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (XCTD) casts; and 23 Expendable89
Bathythermograph (XBT) casts. The temperature-salinity relationship of these observations90
is shown in Figure 2b. This relationship typifies that of austral summer, closely matching the91
results determined by 12 years of legacy hydrographic observations acquired between 199392
and 2004 during the Palmer Antarctica Long-Term Ecological Research (PAL-LTER) program93
(Figure 2b; Smith et al., 1995; Martinson et al., 2008).94
Water masses within the Bellingshausen Sea along the Pacific Ocean side of the Antarc-95
tic Peninsula, are broadly divisible into Antarctic Surface Water (AASW) and CDW (Figure96
2a). AASW is a cold, fresh surface layer with a thickness of <100 m that is formed by mod-97
ification of CDW, which rises to shallow depths south of 40 ◦S. AASW can be further sub-98
divided into a warmer surface-mixed layer (SML) and a cooler Winter Water (WW) layer.99
This cooler layer sits at the temperature minimum of the entire water column (Figure 2b).100
The boundary between SML and WW is marked by a pronounced and seasonal thermo-101
cline/halocline/pycnocline where temperature, T , decreases by >2 ◦C over ∼10 m. The base102
of WW represents the permanent thermocline between AASW and CDW where there is a103
gradational change in water properties as a consequence of a mixing process, probably dom-104
inated by turbulent diffusion. Below this depth, T increases by >2 ◦C over ∼200 m. Away105
from the continental shelf, more uniform CDW lies beneath AASW (Figure 2a).106
Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW) is characterized by a temperature maximum107
of ≥1.6 ◦C (Figure 2a). Lower Circumpolar Deep Water (LCDW) occurs at depths of >600108
m and is bracketed by a gradual increase in salinity and by a decrease in temperature. On the109
continental shelf, the CDW water mass becomes cooler as it mixes with surface waters that110
thicken toward the coast, forming modified UCDW (m-UCDW; Figure 2a). In this way, the111
entire West Antarctic continental shelf is flooded by m-UCDW [Costa et al., 2008]. During112
acquisition of the survey reported here, there was little physical oceanographic change be-113
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tween hydrographic sites (Figure 2b, c). The standard deviation for temperature and salinity114
profiles acquired during cruise JR298 is 0.2 ◦C and 0.05 psu, respectively.115
On-shelf transport of warm water is thought to be influenced by the presence of a se-116
ries of bathymetric troughs [Klinck et al., 2004; Moffat et al., 2009; St-Laurent et al., 2013;117
Couto et al., 2017]. For example, Marguerite Trough is a site where known intrusions occur.118
Here warm-core eddies formed of CDW with horizontal and vertical length scales of ∼10119
km and a few hundred meters, respectively, have been observed. These eddies are thought120
to transport warm water onto the shelf at a frequency of 3–5 per month (Figure 2a; Mof-121
fat et al., 2009; Martinson and McKee, 2012; Couto et al., 2017). They can be generated122
by baroclinic instabilities in the ACC and advect onto the shelf with a velocity of O(10−2)123
m s−1 [Moffat et al., 2009; Martinson and McKee, 2012; St-Laurent et al., 2013]. Along124
the eastern edge of the Marguerite Trough, a filament-like intrusion transports UCDW, and125
possibly LCDW, southward with a velocity of 0.05 m s−1 [Moffat et al., 2009; St-Laurent126
et al., 2013]. This filament might be caused by interaction of the ACC with undulating long127
wavelength bathymetry along the shelf edge. Numerical modeling with a resolution of 1.5128
km suggests that Belgica Trough is also a region of elevated eddy kinetic energy, implying a129
greater on-shelf transport of heat than was previously estimated [Graham et al., 2016]. Fur-130
thermore, St-Laurent et al. [2013] suggest that the existence of coastal troughs within the131
Bellingshausen Sea can enhance heat transport as a result of the accumulation of warm anti-132
cyclonic eddies. Observations of warm m-UCDW across the continental shelf obtained from133
tagged seals broadly support these numerical results [Zhang et al., 2016].134
3 Seismic Imaging135
3.1 Acquisition136
The seismic reflection survey was acquired during February 2015 onboard RRS James137
Clark Ross during research cruise JR298. The resultant profiles traverse parts of the conti-138
nental shelf in the vicinity of the Bellingshausen Sea adjacent to the West Antarctica Penin-139
sula (Figure 1). Bathymetry varies between 400 m and 4000 m in the surveyed area. The140
acoustic source comprised a pair of Generator-Injector (GI) airguns, each of which had a vol-141
ume of 2.46 l (i.e. 150 in3). These guns were primed with an air pressure of 13.5 MPa (i.e.142
1960 psi) and fired every 10 s in harmonic mode. Reflected acoustic waves were recorded143
along a 2.4 km cable or streamer that had 192 groups of hydrophones spaced every 12.5 m.144
This streamer was towed at a depth of 5 m. In parts of the surveyed area, the length of this145
streamer was reduced by one half to safeguard against iceberg hazard. The record sampling146
interval was 1 ms. In general, the vessel steamed in straight line segments at a speed of 2.5147
m s−1 and shots were fired every 25 m, yielding a fold of cover of 60 (i.e. each discrete point148
along a traverse is repeatedly sampled 60 times). During the acquisition program, sea-surface149
conditions were variable and at times adverse, so that a proportion of the seismic records150
have a poor signal-to-noise ratio. Further details of the seismic survey and its processing are151
provided in Appendix A.1.152
3.2 Signal Processing153
We have applied standard techniques that are adapted from those used to build seis-154
mic images of the solid Earth [Yilmaz, 2001]. There are three important processing steps.155
First, bandpass filtering is used to reduce the effect of swell noise. This ambient noise is sup-156
pressed using a standard 20–100 Hz Butterworth filter. At this stage, reflections from the157
solid Earth are carefully muted out. The direct wave, which represents energy that travels158
horizontally from source to receivers, is excised using an adaptive linear filter. Seismic am-159
plitudes are corrected for spherical divergence of the wavefield as it propagates through the160
water column.161
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Secondly, shot records are sorted into common midpoint (CMP) records that are added162
together to generate a stacked seismic image with optimal signal-to-noise ratio. Stacking is163
carried out by correcting for the offset between each shot-receiver pair that share a common164
point of reflection within the water column. This normal move-out correction relies on care-165
fully choosing the root-mean-square (rms) sound speed of seawater, vrms , as a function of166
two-way travel time (i.e. the time elapsed between generation and detection of acoustic en-167
ergy). Although sound speed through the water column generally varies between only 1450168
and 1550 m s−1, these rms functions must be chosen and applied with considerable care. It169
is also essential that vrms values are picked in a sufficiently dense manner (e.g. every 1.25170
km) to allow for horizontal variations of sound speed. Excessive frequency stretching at dis-171
tant offsets is minimized by applying a stretch mute of 1.5. Stacked images are stochastically172
deconvolved to mitigate the ringing effects of the acoustic source.173
To locate reflected signals correctly within the spatial domain, post-stack seismic im-174
ages have been migrated using a standard frequency-wavenumber algorithm [Stolt, 1978].175
Finally, seismic records are displayed as a function of depth. We convert two-way travel176
time into depth by using the average sound speed. The final stacked images are character-177
ized by numerous bright reflections (Figure 3). These reflections are principally generated by178
thermohaline variations within the upper 300 m. Progressively fainter reflections are visible179
down to a depth of ∼500 m, below which no obvious reflectivity is visible.180
3.3 Temperature Conversion181
Signal processing is designed to ensure that the acoustic amplitudes recorded on each182
stacked image are representative of the variation of acoustic impedance within the water col-183
umn. These amplitudes can then be scaled with respect to the seabed, yielding acoustic re-184
flection coefficients, R, using the method described by Warner [1990]. An important chal-185
lenge concerns the way in which acoustic amplitudes and reflection coefficients are converted186
into oceanographically significant observations (i.e. temperature, salinity).187
Papenberg et al. [2010] developed an iterative two-stage procedure that enables seis-188
mic surveys, which are densely calibrated with hydrographic measurements, to be converted189
into spatial maps of temperature and salinity. First, this procedure exploits the temperature-190
salinity relationship determined from CTD casts, together with the empirical equation of191
state for seawater, to calculate how sound speed varies with depth and distance. By inter-192
polating between CTD casts along a given seismic image, this calculation yields the long193
wavelength, O(102) m, pattern of sound speed. Secondly, the amplitude of each acoustic194
reflection is used to determine the pattern of varying reflection coefficients with depth and195
distance across the seismic image. Given the sound speed at the sea surface, this pattern is196
used to recursively calculate how sound speed is perturbed on short wavelengths from the197
top to the bottom of the image. The final sound speed pattern is obtained by summation of198
the smooth background and perturbed models. This combination of models is used to com-199
pute temperature and salinity. An iterative two-stage procedure is particularly effective when200
sound speed is dominated by temperature and only weakly affected by salinity such that there201
exists a unique pair of temperature and salinity values for a given sound speed [Papenberg202
et al., 2010; Padhi et al., 2015].203
In the Bellingshausen Sea, a significant drawback is the paucity of dense underway204
hydrographic measurements upon which this iterative procedure relies. Consequently, we205
have adapted the method of Papenberg et al. [2010] by calculating the smooth background206
model of sound speed variation directly from seismic records instead of relying upon a dense207
distribution of independent hydrographic measurements. In this way, our adapted scheme208
has the advantage of not depending upon coeval hydrographic measurements. During signal209
processing, sound speed analysis is carried out every 1.25 km along the image. This analysis210
yields a large set of loci at which the root mean square sound speed, vrms , varies with depth.211
By carefully smoothing this set of values, a long wavelength background sound speed model212
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can be determined that accurately matches independent measurements from hydrographic213
casts. Otherwise, our computationally efficient procedure closely follows that described by214
Papenberg et al. [2010]. A more detailed description of this adapted procedure is provided in215
Appendix A.2.216
The calculated variation of temperature along each seismic reflection image is shown217
in Figure 4. Coeval, but widely spaced, hydrographic measurements are unable to reveal the218
level of small mesoscale to sub-mesoscale detail visible on these converted images. Due to219
sometimes adverse weather conditions, seismic records acquired during cruise JR298 can220
suffer from low signal-to-noise ratios. As a result, shorter wavelength, O(10) m, variations221
of sound speed, and therefore temperature, are not always accurately recovered. It is impor-222
tant to emphasize that, for our purposes, this limitation is not a serious problem since we are223
primarily interested in constraining the overall size, shape and temperature anomalies of ed-224
dies that occur on kilometer-scale wavelengths rather than details of their internal structure225
(compare Figure 4 with Figures 2c and 3a from Papenberg et al., 2010).226
4 Seismic Images227
We present and interpret a set of five seismic profiles and their accompanying tem-228
perature conversions that have a combined length of ∼500 km (Figure 1c). These profiles229
have been compared with coeval hydrographic measurements and their interpretation is230
complemented by underway high frequency (i.e. 38 kHz) echosounder and by Acoustic231
Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) measurements where possible. A summary of these dif-232
ferent datasets is given in Table 1 with additional information provided in Appendix A.3 and233
A.4.234
The sound speed of seawater is predominantly controlled by temperature, which means235
that acoustic reflectivity faithfully represents temperature changes within the water column236
[Sallarès et al., 2009]. The robustness of this inference is clearly illustrated on Figure 2c237
where the upper boundary of relatively cool Winter Water is marked by a sharp change in238
sound speed. Consequently, seismic images can be used to gauge the contribution of warm-239
water transport across the shelf of the Bellingshausen Sea.240
The seismic and physical oceanographic observations can be considered at two levels241
of scale. First, large-scale (>100 km) patterns of reflectivity are described and interpreted.242
This pattern is consistent across the whole seismic survey and is probably typical of the243
acoustic structure of the water column during austral summer. Secondly, small mesoscale244
(i.e. 10–100 km) and sub-mesoscale (i.e. 1–10 km) patterns of reflectivity are described.245
These more detailed patterns are caused by warm-water intrusions and by other thermohaline246
structures.247
4.1 Large-scale Patterns of Reflectivity248
Profiles L52, L61 and L62 reveal complex patterns of reflectivity (Figures 3-5). These249
patterns can be separated into three general observations. First, a bright and continuous re-250
flection dominates the upper portion of each profile. This reflection undulates between 30251
and 80 m depth and represents the strongly seasonal boundary between SML and WW. The252
amplitude of this reflection is controlled by a dramatic temperature gradient of >2 ◦C over253
∼10 m depth (Figure 2c). Secondly, weaker and more discontinuous reflections occur at the254
gradual transition from AASW to CDW between depths of 100 and 300 m. Finally, reflec-255
tions almost completely disappear beneath about 300–500 m depth. This acoustic trans-256
parency is probably a consequence of homogeneity of the thermohaline structure of CDW257
rather than an imaging problem. These large-scale patterns are typical of each profile in this258
region and are consistent with the known water-mass structure (Figure 2a).259
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Calculated temperature distributions for profiles L52, L61 and L62 reveal a two layer260
structure whereby cooler AASW overlies warmer CDW (Figure 4). The WW layer is strik-261
ingly identifiable as a cold band of water at depths of 50 to 100 m. The temperatures of262
WW obtained by iterative inverse modeling range between −1 and −2 ◦C. This calculated263
range agrees with the observed range of values evident from the temperature-salinity dia-264
gram (Figure 2b; −1.2 to −1.8 ◦C). As expected, the WW layer is coldest on the shelf (Figure265
4 c,d). The gradual increase of temperature with depth reflects the transition from AASW266
to CDW. It is evident that both sharp and gradational boundaries above and below the WW267
layer are faithfully reproduced by the iterative inversion procedure, providing confidence in268
the adapted scheme that we use to extract temperature estimates from seismic reflectivity.269
4.2 Small Mesoscale to Sub-Mesoscale Structures270
On shorter length scales, profiles L52, L61 and L62 show that there are numerous lens-271
shaped structures characterized by curved reflections that wrap around acoustically trans-272
parent centers (Figure 3). The two clearest examples occur on the central portion of profile273
L52 where the upper and lower surfaces of both lenses are outlined by convex-shaped reflec-274
tions. The sides of these lenses are delineated by terminations of numerous reflections. The275
detailed shapes of these reflections are characterized by periodic oscillations that are inter-276
preted as internal waves. Lens-shaped structures are commonly observed on seismic images277
and are generally thought to be indicative of eddies (e.g. Biescas et al., 2008; Sheen et al.,278
2009; Huang et al., 2012; Ménesguen et al., 2012). It is important to emphasize that these279
images are vertically exaggerated and that eddy dimensions yield aspect ratios consistent280
with regional estimates of N/ f where N is the buoyancy frequency and f is the Coriolis pa-281
rameter [Charney, 1971]. Note that this scaling is only formally valid in a regime where the282
Rossby number, Ro  1, and where the buoyancy frequency of the eddy core is ∼N (see283
detailed scaling argument of Hassanzadeh et al., 2012).284
A spectacular train of up to 22 eddies are observed on profile L52 (Figure 3a,b). These285
eddies become visible >100 km north of the shelf edge at Belgica Trough. Moving south-286
ward and approaching the trough itself, eddy density increases and they gradually merge287
with each other, particularly south of a range of 120 km along profile L52. These eddies288
vary considerably in size, varying between lengths of 0.75 and 11.00 km and thicknesses289
of 100–150 m, spanning the characteristic sub-mesoscale range. It is important to emphasize290
that our seismic images are two-dimensional vertical slices through three-dimensional struc-291
tures, which means that lengths and thicknesses are probably lower bounds. These structures292
always lie directly beneath the WW layer in water depths of 50–200 m. Typically, the con-293
tinuous reflection that marks the overlying boundary between WW and SML reflection is294
deflected upward over each eddy (Figure 6a).295
The calculated temperature distribution for profile L52 shows that the cores of these296
eddies are characterized by temperature anomalies of +0.4 to +1.6 ◦C, indicative of UCDW297
(Figure 6b,c). These anomalies have been calculated by subtracting the average tempera-298
ture structure as a function of depth (PAL-LTER hydrographic database; Smith et al., 1995)299
from the seismically determined temperature structure. To account for regional variation of300
UCDW temperature structure, the PAL-LTER database was divided into off-shelf and shelf301
areas each of which was then averaged. Residual anomalies are larger than both the standard302
deviation of the PAL-LTER mean (0.2 ◦C) and the root-mean-square uncertainty estimated303
for the seismically determined structure (0.3 ◦C). For example, between 50 and 200 m depth,304
residual temperature anomalies are clearly warmer than average such that interpreted eddies305
encompass the highest temperatures (e.g. Figure 6c). A clear example occurs at a range of306
100–110 km along profile L52 (Figure 6b). In some cases, seismically determined tempera-307
ture anomalies are slightly overestimated. Nonetheless, residual temperature anomalies are308
broadly consistent with independent observations obtained from tagged seals that reveal shal-309
low temperature anomalies of up to +1 ◦C, which extend shelfward in the vicinity of Belgica310
Trough [Zhang et al., 2016].311
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A prominent eddy is visible at a range of 60–75 km on profile L61 (Figure 7a). It is lo-312
cated 6.4 km inshore of the shelf edge at the western side of Marguerite Trough. This eddy is313
10.40 ± 0.06 km long and 250 ± 10 m high. A coeval XCTD cast, X2, intersects the eddy at314
a range of 71 km. The temperature profile has two abrupt excursions of ≥0.3 ◦C which form315
characteristic steps that are typical of warm core eddies and reminiscent of double-diffusive316
interfaces (Figure 7b; Ruddick, 1992; Meinen and Watts, 2000; Song et al., 2011). Tempera-317
ture within the core is ≥1.6 ◦C, indicative of UCDW. The calculated temperature distribution318
provides corroborative evidence since warm (>1.6 ◦C) water coincides with eddy reflectivity319
(Figure 7c,d). A second XCTD cast, X1, is located at a range of 55 km further north along320
this profile (Figure 3c). In this case, no warm-water intrusion is present and, as expected, the321
temperature profile lacks abrupt excursions (Figure 7b).322
A less well imaged eddy is visible at a range of 25 to 35 km along profile L62 (Figure323
8a). Here, a bright convex-upward reflection appears to delineate the top of the eddy which324
is 10.70 ± 0.06 km long. Clear reflections are absent along the probable base and sides of325
this structure. However, a coincident 38 kHz echo-sounder profile provides corroborative ev-326
idence that it is probably an eddy (Figure 8b). A coeval XBT cast, X6, intersects this eddy at327
a range of 29 km. The step-wise temperature increase of ∼+0.5 ◦C coincides with the bright328
reflection. A similar increase of temperature is visible on the calculated temperature distribu-329
tion (Figure 8c). At depth, the temperature profile for X6 has a small step-wise temperature330
decrease. Similar reflections are observed at a range of 11 to 18 km on the western end of331
this profile where a coeval XBT cast, X5, at a range of 16 km has a pronounced increase in332
temperature at depth that correlates with reflectivity (Figure 8b). Although the most likely333
explanation for these relatively poorly imaged structures is that they are also warm-water ed-334
dies, it is also conceivable that profile L62 has imaged the upper surface of a filament-like335
structure that has pooled within the deeper corrugated parts of the Marguerite Trough (Fig-336
ures 1c,d). Such a structure may extend up to 25 km across this trough and would be con-337
sistent with observations of a general upwelling of ACC along the eastern side of the trough338
[Klinck et al., 2004; Moffat et al., 2009; St-Laurent et al., 2013].339
A group of three sloping reflections that dip ∼1 ◦ southwards occur at a range of 115340
km along profile L52 (Figure 6a). The geometry of these tripartite reflective strands is char-341
acteristic of an oceanic front [Holbrook et al., 2003]. Although profile L52 crosses the SACCF’s342
mean position, it is unlikely that these reflections are associated with this front since the sea-343
surface velocity field determined by OSCAR satellite measurements shows that the south-344
ernmost extent of the ACC, delineated by the SACCF, is located about 50 km north of pro-345
file L52 (Figure 1a). Furthermore, hydrographic measurements from WOCE transect SO4P346
demonstrate that the SACCF dips in the opposite direction and has a horizontal width of347
> 20 km in contrast to what we observe348
(http : //www.woceatlas.ucsd.edu). One plausible explanation is that this group349
of dipping reflections is associated with the Antarctic Slope Front (ASF), which marks the350
boundary between cold, fresh waters of the continental shelf and warm, saline waters of the351
abyssal ocean. The ASF has a characteristic ‘V-shaped’ structure that consists of a southward-352
dipping northern limb and northward-dipping southern limb [Talbot, 1988; Jenkins and Ja-353
cobs, 2008]. This geometry is strikingly similar to that which is imaged on profile L52 at a354
range of 110–130 km where reflections dip in opposite directions with a downward-pointing355
apex at a range of 122 km and a depth of 350 m (Figure 6a). The ASF is normally associated356
with the shelf break, but our observation locates the ASF ∼40 km north of this break. It is357
possible that this frontal structure moves with respect to the shelf edge or that it has a differ-358
ent explanation [Thompson et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016].359
The possible presence of the ASF at this location implies that the lateral circumpolar360
extent of this front continues further east than previously suggested, which is consistent with361
hydrographic observations [Talbot, 1988; Jenkins and Jacobs, 2008; Zhang et al., 2016].362
Our seismic profiles suggest that warm-core eddies occur on either side of this tripartite363
front. Close inspection of these sloping reflections implies that they do not cross the seasonal364
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thermocline (i.e. they do not extend above ∼200 m; Figure 6a). This seismic observation is365
consistent with the sub-surface nature of the ASF [Talbot, 1988; Jenkins and Jacobs, 2008].366
The ASF might affect eddy transport whereby ‘V-shaped’ pycnoclines can act as barriers to367
onshore transport [Thompson et al., 2014]. Thus the local presence of the ASF may play a368
role in moderating the spatial and temporal variability of warm-water intrusions. We suggest369
that, since the ASF sits beneath the seasonal thermocline and since warm-core eddies appear370
on each side of the frontal structure, the tripartite front is not acting as a significant dynami-371
cal barrier, impeding warm-water intrusion. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that this putative372
front moderates the spatial and temporal variability of intrusion [Armitage et al., 2018].373
Finally, a series of concave-upward, bowl-shaped reflections are visible on profiles L55374
and L57 above Alexander Island Drift (Figures 1c and 9). These two crossing profiles are or-375
thogonal to each other and offer a partially three-dimensional perspective of this structure.376
The bowl extends over about 60 km in a southeast-northwest direction and over about 40377
km in a southwest-northeast direction. It has a height of 200 m and a volume of >125 km3.378
ADCP observations demonstrate that both north and east components of velocity are 0.2 m379
s−1 faster than that of surrounding water, suggesting that the bowl is decoupled from the sur-380
rounding water (Figure 9d,e). Reconstruction of the velocity vector indicates that the bowl381
structure is probably translating northwestward (i.e. a direction that bisects profiles L55 and382
L57). Whether or not this structure is also rotating about a vertical axis cannot be determined383
from these sparse observations.384
4.3 Eddy Propagation385
On-shelf transport of warm water has been documented within Marguerite Trough us-386
ing hydrographic observations and numerical experiments. For example, Moffat et al. [2009]387
use a set of discrete temperature and current meter measurements to infer the presence of388
eddy-like excursions that advect southward with speeds of O(10−2) m s−1. Martinson and389
McKee [2012] analyze measurements from five thermistor moorings and inferred that ed-390
dies drift southward past these moorings in accordance with the background velocity field391
with speeds of O(10−2) m s−1. St-Laurent et al. [2013] examine mechanisms responsible for392
warm-water circulation by running three-dimensional oceanic models and infer a southward393
(i.e. on-shelf) flow of 0.05 m s−1.394
Although similar hydrographic observations have not been acquired within Belgica395
Trough, Graham et al. [2016] present two regional numerical models with spatial resolu-396
tions of 4 and 1.5 km in order to simulate physical oceanographic processes within both Mar-397
guerite and Belgica Troughs. Their higher resolution model implies southward heat trans-398
port onto the shelf is augmented as a result of increased eddy activity within these troughs.399
Other high resolution regional studies also suggest that the shelf break hosts a high energy,400
mesoscale eddy field (e.g. Thompson et al., 2014; Stewart et al., 2018).401
Here, we present seismic profiles from both troughs along which significant numbers402
of eddies are observed (Figures 3 and 5). On profile L52, which traverses Belgica Trough,403
we are confident that the observed eddies do not occur at the frontal zone of the SACCF404
itself, even though the average position of this front appears to bisect this seismic profile405
(Figure 1a). The seismic survey was acquired during February 2015 and the average sea-406
surface velocity field determined from OSCAR satellite measurements for a five day period407
centered on 5th February 2015 shows that the region of fast flowing (i.e. ≥0.3 m s−1) surface408
currents associated with the ACC is positioned about 0.5 ◦ north of profile L52 (Figure 1b).409
This observation is corroborated by the observed mean sea-surface temperature for Febru-410
ary 2015 (Figure 1c). The location of eddies well to the south of the SACCF implies that411
they are not being swept within strong eastward currents which dominate the ACC. Thus a412
combination of hydrographic observations, numerical modeling, as well as the locus of the413
seismically observed eddies with respect to the SACCF can be used to infer southward trans-414
port of the eddy field. In comparison, the along-slope component of the velocity field south415
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of the SACCF is probably significantly smaller than the on-shelf component, although it is416
reasonable to expect it to be non-zero.417
Validity of the hypothesis of southward transport of eddies can be tested by estimating418
the translation of individual seismic reflections along profile L52 using pre-stack common419
mid-point (CMP) gathers (Figure 10). As a result of the redundancy built into seismic ac-420
quisition, each CMP gather consists of a group of 60 ray paths that span a finite period of421
time. The in-plane, horizontal speed of a given reflection is determined by measuring its422
slope in shotpoint-CMP (i.e. time-distance) space (Figure 10f,j,n; Sheen et al., 2009; Tang423
et al., 2016). In this way, slope measurements at different locations along profile L52 can be424
used to determine the velocity field (Figure 10a). The validity of this approach is confirmed425
by examining sets of shot gathers that have been corrected for normal move-out which show426
individual mappable reflections moving horizontally and vertically with speeds of fractions427
of a meter per second (e.g. Figure 10c-e). Horizontal speed as a function of depth for pro-428
file L52 is shown on Figure 10b where the average value within the Upper Circumpolar Deep429
Water (UCDW) layer is 0.07 ± 0.04 m s−1 southward. Higher values are observed in the up-430
per 50 m and the rapid decrease in speed with depth is possibly attributable to the presence431
of an Ekman spiral structure.432
Although this method only measures the speed of internal waves, it is probably a rea-433
sonable representation of the mean flow when values are averaged along the length of the434
profile. We obtain an average value of 0.07 ± 0.04 m s−1 which is within the uncertainty435
of observations of onshore advection. Thus horizontal speeds measured along profile L52436
are consistent with, if not slightly greater than, observed shelfward transportation rates of437
O(10−2) m s−1 from Marguerite Trough [Moffat et al., 2009; Martinson and McKee, 2012;438
St-Laurent et al., 2013]. It is reasonable to infer that the heat transported by these eddies439
makes a significant contribution to ice mass loss along the shelf. We conclude that a com-440
bination of hydrographic observations, numerical modeling, as well as the locus of the seis-441
mically observed eddies with respect to the SACCF can be used to infer southward transport442
of the eddy field.443
5 Discussion444
5.1 On-shelf transport of warm-water445
We present seismic reflection images that reveal the detailed geometry of an energetic446
sub-mesoscale and small mesoscale eddy field from the Bellingshausen Sea of the South-447
ern Ocean. Transects calibrated by coeval hydrographic measurements suggest that on-shelf448
transport of warm water is occurring within bathymetric troughs along the shelf edge of the449
West Antarctic Peninsula. The longest transect crosses the continental slope seaward of Bel-450
gica Trough and images up to 22 eddies with typical lengths and thicknesses of 0.75–11.00451
km and 100–150 m, respectively. The number, size and temperature anomalies of these ob-452
served structures suggests that such sub-mesoscale eddies are indeed a significant contributor453
to warm-water transport within this trough. However, it is important to emphasize that these454
two-dimensional seismic images represent essentially instantaneous two-dimensional ‘snap-455
shots’ of the water column and so it is challenging to make quantitative deductions about the456
frequency and duration of these eddies.457
Our seismic observations are broadly consistent both with physical oceanographic458
measurements and with the results of numerical modeling. For example, Martinson and Mc-459
Kee [2012] used thermistor moorings to demonstrate that eddy-like intrusive structures occur460
within Marguerite Trough during 2007, 2008 and 2010. These structures have mean diame-461
ters of 8.2 ± 1.0, 9.9 ± 1.4 and 10.2 ± 0.9 km, respectively. Moffat et al. [2009] used discrete462
temperature and current meter measurements to infer the existence of two similar features at463
the same location. These features had horizontal length scales of 4.2 ± 2.5 and 4.3 ± 3.5 km.464
Couto et al. [2017] used glider deployments within Marguerite Trough and within a trough465
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located further east. They observed 33 sub-surface eddies which had widths of O(10) km.466
Both studies suggest that these eddies are several hundred meters thick.467
Here, previously reported eddy dimensions are corroborated and refined using seis-468
mic observations. For example, the single eddy on profile L61 is 10.40 ± 0.06 km long and469
250 ± 10 m high. In general, seismic imaging enables the aspect ratios of these structures to470
be measured with greater certainty, which better constrains the geometry of intrusive events.471
Calculated temperature distributions for these seismic profiles suggest that the observed ed-472
dies have warm-water cores. This inference is corroborated by limited amounts of coeval hy-473
drographic observations which suggest that our adapted iterative procedure for determining474
temperature can reliably recover at least long wavelength temperature structure from seismic475
reflection imagery. This adapted approach is less reliable at recovering shorter wavelength476
temperature structure of O(10) m— a limitation that is primarily a function of low signal-to-477
noise ratios in sometimes adverse sea-surface conditions.478
Scaling arguments can be used to inform our seismic observations. The Rossby radius479
of deformation, LR, is the horizontal length scale at which rotation effects become significant480
and is given by481
LR =
Nh
npi | f | , (1)
where N is buoyancy frequency, h is the characteristic height and n=1, 2... represents the nth482
baroclinic wave. The Coriolis parameter, f , is given by483
f = 2Ωsinψ, (2)
where Ω is the rotation rate of Earth and ψ is latitude. Here, f ≈ −1 × 10−4 s−1 for ψ = 65484
◦S and N = 0.0075 s−1. If H = 100 m, we obtain LR ≈ 2 km which is consistent with the485
horizontal length scale of the seismically imaged eddies.486
LR is combined with the Rossby Number, Ro, to determine a characteristic eddy veloc-487
ity,U, since Ro = U/(LR f ). Ro is a dimensionless number that describes the ratio of iner-488
tial forces. It also provides a scaling for the relative vorticity of the flow compared with rota-489
tion, which is determined by the Coriolis parameter. When |Ro| << 1, flow is in geostrophic490
balance. In the oceanic realm, it is reasonable to assume that |Ro| is of order unity, particu-491
larly for what we assume to be sub-mesoscale eddies [Gill, 1980]. Thus by setting |Ro| = 1492
and LR = 2 km, we are assuming that eddies are in the typical sub-mesocale regime which493
yieldsU ≈ 2 × 10−1 m s−1. Note that this velocity scaling is associated with eddy itself and494
it may differ from the translational (i.e. on-shelf) eddy velocity. However, it is largely con-495
sistent with, if somewhat higher than, observed shelfward transportation rates of O(10−2)496
m s−1 at Marguerite Trough [Moffat et al., 2009; Martinson and McKee, 2012; St-Laurent497
et al., 2013]. More convincingly, this estimate of the characteristic translational velocity is498
consistent with the measured speeds of reflections along profile L52 that indicate an average499
southward (i.e. shelfward) propagation of 0.07 ± 0.04 m s−1 within the UCDW layer. There-500
fore we are confident that this value is a reasonable estimate of the characteristic translational501
velocity of these eddies as well as an estimate of the eddy velocity used to gauge Ro.502
Eddies constitute a well-known mechanism of warm-water intrusion along the western503
shelf of the West Antarctic Peninsula and within the Bellingshausen Sea. However, a num-504
ber of studies have suggested that their contribution may have been underestimated and it has505
been proposed that they do, in fact, represent the dominant intrusive mechanism [Thomp-506
son et al., 2014; Stewart and Thompson, 2015]. Previously, eddy frequency, fe, has been507
estimated at 3–5 per month [Moffat et al., 2009; Martinson and McKee, 2012; Couto et al.,508
2017]. This value is primarily based upon observations from Marguerite Trough and, as yet,509
no equivalent hydrographic measurements are available for Belgica Trough. Qualitative as-510
sessment of the seismic profiles presented here suggests that a significant number of eddies511
have been imaged within a period of several hours. This observation qualitatively supports512
the view that eddies are the dominant intrusive mechanism. We now wish to use these spatial513
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observations to constrain the likely frequency and duration of eddies. Parameters used in the514
following scaling analysis are given in Table 2.515
5.2 Frequency and Duration of Eddies516
On profile L52, a train of 22 anticyclonic eddies is imaged (Figure 11a,b). It is straight-517
forward to calculate eddy concentration, C, as a function of distance along this profile (Fig-518
ure 11c). Here, C is estimated from the ratio of black to white pixels where black pixels rep-519
resent eddies. We have calculated C using moving windows that are 20 km wide and incre-520
mented in 5 km steps. Different widths and increments do not significantly affect our results.521
There is clearly an increase of C with distance across the rapidly shoaling shelf.522
The behavior of C can be modeled using a partial differential equation which assumes523
that C is a function of one spatial dimension, x, and time, t. We assume that524
∂C
∂t
= −v ∂C
∂x
− λC, (3)
where v is the velocity in the positive x direction at which C horizontally advects and λ de-525
termines the decay rate. This equation assumes that the local rate of change of concentra-526
tion balances advection by the prevailing flow and decay caused by a range of processes. At527
steady state, Equation 3 becomes528
v
dC
dx
= −λC (4)
The solution to Equation 4 is given by C = C◦ exp(−x/τv) where τ = 1/λ is the529
characteristic decay time. Using the cross-sectional area of Marguerite Trough, hydrographic530
observations suggest that C◦ ≈ 0.03, v ≈ 0.1 m s−1 and τ ≈ 1 month [Moffat et al., 2009;531
Martinson and McKee, 2012; St-Laurent et al., 2013]. From Equation 4, these values suggest532
that C should decrease by a factor of two along profile L52. This prediction does not agree533
with our seismic observations (Figure 11c). We conclude that the observed frequency and534
longevity of eddies are erroneous, that other fluid dynamical processes are playing a signifi-535
cant role, or that the flow is not in steady state.536
Analysis of the eddies shown in Figure 11a suggests that their lengths, L, and thick-537
nesses, h, are changing with distance. A single eddy is observed at a range of 10 km. Else-538
where, the eddies can be divided into two regimes based upon their aspect ratios. Regime 1539
occurs at a range of 40–100 km and comprises relatively tall and thin eddies. Regime 2 oc-540
curs at a range of 100–170 km and comprises relatively short and wide eddies. The aspect541
ratio of each eddy, L/h, is plotted on Figure 11d. When equilibrium is achieved, the aspect542
ratio of an eddy should stabilize at a value given by ∼N/ f . Varying estimates of h and L543
coupled with gradual shoaling of the seabed suggests that the relative vorticity of these ed-544
dies is changing as a consequence of conservation of the potential vorticity, Q. Thus spin-up545
or spin-down of a given eddy is associated with either an increase or a decrease of relative546
vorticity, ζ .547
During spin-up, the shape of an eddy evolves from a pancake into an oblate spheroid of548
smaller aspect ratio. We estimate ζ for each eddy using549
ζ =
U
L
, (5)
whereU is the characteristic velocity and L is the observed length of an eddy. Note that if550
the relative vorticity, ∇ × u, varies spatially then ζ could differ fromU/L. In the southern551
hemisphere, positive values of ζ correspond to anticyclonic eddies.552
ζ necessarily contributes to the potential vorticity, Q, of individual eddies. Q describes553
the absolute circulation of a fluid parcel. In the absence of dissipation, it is a materially con-554
servative property given by555
Q =
f + ζ
H + η
, (6)
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where f + ζ is absolute vorticity and H + η is water depth at a given distance. As a first556
approximation, we use this definition for Q rather than the Ertel definition that exploits the557
depth of a particular density layer since, to leading order, both the water depth and the depth558
to any individual layer exhibit the same rate of reduction in the on-shelf direction. For an559
individual eddy, we have no measurements that describe the spatial variation of its velocity560
and so we consider the implications of two alternative assumptions: conservation ofU and561
conservation of Q.562
5.2.1 ConstantU563
We selectU ∼ 2 × 10−1 m s−1, which is a representative value that is consistent with564
independent estimates. In this case, the value of ζ adjusts according to the changing aspect565
ratio of eddies along the profile. As eddies become flatter, aspect ratio increases and ζ de-566
creases, which suggests that eddies are spinning down toward the shelf. Given the oscillatory567
nature of both aspect ratio and ζ , we suggest that, far from the shelf edge, eddies are gen-568
erated out of geostrophic balance. Subsequently, these eddies attempt to equilibrate toward569
N/ f as they advect shelfward (Figure 11d). Within Regime 1 where water depth starts to570
shoal, equilibration is achieved by an increase in ζ , which causes spin-up and make eddies571
taller and thinner (Figure 11a). If ζ increases and water depth decreases, overshooting can572
occur. Between Regimes 1 and 2, eddies adjust again by a decrease in ζ , which causes spin-573
down and makes eddies shorter and fatter (Figure 11a). In this way, an oscillatory pattern can574
develop that is superimposed upon an overall trend of declining values of ζ , consistent with575
spin down.576
A constant value ofU implies a specific behavior for the shelfward variation of Q (Fig-577
ure 11e). As a result of the shoaling bathymetry, Q would be expected to increase from a578
value close to 1 × 10−8m−1s−1 within Regime 1. By assuming dQ/dt ∼ U × dQ/dx, it is pos-579
sible to construct an estimate of eddy lifetime. The reciprocal of this rate suggests that ed-580
dies could last for tens of thousands of years. Although this estimate is unrealistically large,581
it does imply that significant eddy decay cannot be inferred within this particular reference582
frame.583
5.2.2 Constant Q584
We acknowledge that a significant increase in Q does not necessarily have a straight-585
forward explanation. One obvious alternative assumption is that Q is conserved to leading586
order. For simplicity, we choose a value of Q = 1 × 10−8m−1s−1 for eddies within Regime587
1 (Figure 11e). This value corresponds toU ' 2 × 10−1m s−1 (Figure 11f). In this case, a588
possible mechanism for eddy formation is that eddies develop from a large-scale baroclinic589
instability within the ACC and that they are close to geostrophic balance with small values590
of Ro. As bathymetry shoals, a constant value of Q implies that ζ (and henceU) increases591
markedly so that Ro tends to ∼ 1, which is consistent with these eddies being identified as592
sub-mesoscale. This view is consistent with the trend of increasing values of Ro towards the593
shelf edge which has been reported in numerical simulations [Stewart and Thompson, 2016].594
However, the inferred values ofU reach non-trivially large (and possibly unrealistic) values595
of O(1m s−1) within Regime 2 (Figure 11f).596
Dissipative processes are expected to cause some variation of Q. An estimate for fric-597
tional spin-down is given by598
τ =
h√
2Av | f |
, (7)
where h ∼ 100 m is the vertical scale of motion and Av is the vertical diffusivity of an599
eddy [Pedlosky, 1987]. Limited observational studies and numerical studies suggest that600
Av is O(10−5) m2 s−1 and O(10−4) m2 s−1, respectively [Smith and Klinck, 2002; Howard601
et al., 2004]. This range of values yields a τ of between 16 and 52 days, which implies that602
the observed eddies do not rapidly diffuse away. Thus, under the assumption of either con-603
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stantU or constant Q, the eddies are adjusting toward a long-lived state and contributing604
to on-shelf transport of heat. This observation is consistent with the existence of persistent605
intra-thermocline eddies that can have life spans of several years [Ruddick, 1988; Armi et al.,606
1989]. We conclude that, while we can eliminate the simplest spin-down mechanisms that607
cause eddy decay, the precise mechanism of decay is beyond the scope of this study.608
5.2.3 Eddy Frequency609
Our seismic images can be used to estimate eddy frequency, fe. We assume that the610
train of eddies flows southward toward the shelf edge with a speed of v ≈ 0.07 m s−1 (Figure611
10b). In a given month, each eddy is expected to travel about 180 km. This estimate is com-612
parable to that gauged from observations of long-lived intra-thermocline eddies [Armi et al.,613
1989]. For eddy lengths of 2–5 km, each of which are separated by one eddy length, we an-614
ticipate that 19–46 eddies flow across the shelf per month (Figure 3). This estimate of fe is615
one order of magnitude greater than that determined from sparse hydrographic observations.616
It is conceivable that ‘piling up’ of eddies (i.e. slowing of on-shelf translation as bathymetry617
shoals) acts to reduce the value of fe (Figure 11a).618
We conclude that, within a region centered on Belgica Trough, eddies are both numer-619
ous and long-lived. Simplified calculations suggest that the frequency of supply of intrusions620
into this trough is much higher than for Marguerite Trough. We propose that each of these621
troughs has experienced different frequencies of warm-water intrusion. It appears that Bel-622
gica Trough is exposed to a significantly higher amount of warm-water transport by eddies623
and that the effect of this transport on basal melting of icesheets has been underestimated.624
Differences between the two troughs may also reflect changes in the shelf-break jet, bathy-625
metric variations, and local surface forcing [Stewart and Thompson, 2015; Graham et al.,626
2016]. Thus seismic imaging implies that the poorly sampled Belgica Trough region is a sig-627
nificant location for on-shelf transport of warm water.628
5.3 Off-Shelf Structures629
The three-dimensional perspective provided by orthogonal profiles L55 and L57 com-630
bined with calculated temperature distributions and coincident ADCP observations suggests631
the presence of a discrete north-westward moving bowl of warm water (Figure 9). The com-632
bination of observations implies that this structure is a warm-core eddy-like feature. The633
locus of the bowl over the Alexander Island drift suggests it may be a consequence of flow634
from the ACC interacting with local bathymetry (Figure 1a).635
Interaction between topographic or bathymetric obstacles and a rotating flow has been636
the subject of investigation for over one hundred years (e.g. Taylor, 1923; Meredith et al.,637
2015). Different studies show that a stagnant cylinder of fluid can develop above an obstacle638
within the path of rotating flow. Subsequently, circulation can take the form of a set of ver-639
tical columns of fluid that lie outside the stagnant region and move without changing their640
length [Taylor, 1923]. Known as Taylor columns, these phenomena are the result of flow in-641
teracting with an isolated obstacle. Due to the compressive forces that act upon the water642
column at the upstream flank of an obstacle, a precursor to Taylor column development is643
formation of an anticyclonic eddy-like upwelling and a cyclonic eddy-like downwelling (vice644
versa in the northern hemisphere). These eddy-like structures will rotate about the obstacle645
and, under certain conditions, the cyclonic vortex is discharged downstream whilst the an-646
ticyclonic vortex adheres to the top of the mound (i.e. Taylor column). McCartney [1976]647
investigated the relevance of Taylor columns within the Southern Ocean, specifically in the648
context of an eastward flow of ACC impinging upon a seamount or contourite drift. They649
found that this interaction led to the generation of a warm-core anticyclonic eddy above the650
obstacle.651
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To assess the applicability of Taylor column dynamics to the observed off-shelf struc-652
ture, we carried out a scaling analysis, following Huppert [1975] and Meredith et al. [2015].653
The Burger Number, B, relates the importance of local stratification compared with rotation654
so that655
B =
NHo
| f |Lo , (8)
where N and f are the buoyancy frequency and the Coriolis parameter, respectively. Ho and656
Lo are the depth beyond the obstacle and length of the obstacle. If N = 0.0075 s−1, f ≈ −1 ×657
10−4 s−1, Ho = 4 km, Lo = 95 km, we obtain B ≈ 3.658
The appropriate Rossby Number for the Alexander Island drift is Ro = U/(Lo f ) =659
2 × 10−2. U ≈ 0.2 m s−1 is obtained from instantaneous velocities determined from the660
vessel-mounted ADCP (Figure 9e,f). Scaled obstacle height is ho = h/Ho where h is the661
height of the obstacle. For the Alexander Island drift, ho ≈ 0.25. For B ≈ 3, the critical662
height for formation of a stratified Taylor column is ho/Ro ∼ 0.5–1.0 [Huppert, 1975]. In663
our example, ho/Ro ≈ 14 which is one order of magnitude greater than the critical height.664
This value indicates that the combination of rotation, stratification and bathymetry at this665
locality is conducive to Taylor column formation.666
The observed circulation does show characteristics of a Taylor column: seismic im-667
ages exhibit lens-shaped reflections typical of eddies that are several times the Rossby radius668
(Figure 9a,b); ADCP velocities within the structure indicate a northwestward motion that669
is possibly the oblique expression of anticyclonic motion; the calculated temperature distri-670
bution suggests a warm core, in agreement with downwelling of isotherms evident on co-671
eval hydrographic measurements. These observations are consistent with the characteristics672
of Taylor columns observed elsewhere in the Southern Ocean [McCartney, 1976; Meredith673
et al., 2003, 2015].674
An alternative possibility is that this off-shelf structure is generated by a local excur-675
sion of the SACCF. Sea-surface velocity measurements show that rotation occurred in the676
vicinity of this region about two weeks before seismic acquisition (Figure 1b). However, the677
dimensions of this near-surface feature is much greater than the size of the bowl and it would678
also have drifted too far eastward by the time of seismic acquisition.679
6 Conclusions680
We present calibrated seismic images of the water column from the Bellingshausen681
Sea of the Southern Ocean. The pattern of large-scale reflectivity is consistent across the682
entire seismic survey and appears to be typical of that expected during the austral summer.683
First, a bright and continuous reflection is observed at depths of 30–80 m that represents the684
boundary between the Surface Mixed Layer and the Winter Water layer. Secondly, weaker685
and more discontinuous reflections occur at depths of ∼100–300 m, representing the grada-686
tional transition from Antarctic Surface Water to Circumpolar Deep Water. Thirdly, all of the687
seismic images are acoustically transparent below depths of ∼500 m due to the homogeneity688
of Circumpolar Deep Water.689
Seismic reflections from the water column contain useful information about the tem-690
perature and salinity structure that can be extracted using an iterative procedure. Applica-691
tion of this procedure is limited in the absence of in situ sound speed measurements that are692
required to provide a long wavelength background model. Here, we describe and apply an693
adaptation whereby long wavelength sound speed information is extracted directly from the694
seismic observations. This modified approach yields reliable background models of sound695
speed that obviate the need for large amounts of coeval hydrographic observations. The re-696
sultant temperature distributions for seismic images demonstrate that significant numbers of697
warm-water intrusions occur in the vicinity of the Marguerite and Belgica Troughs on the698
shelf edge of the west Antarctic Peninsula and Bellingshausen Sea.699
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The observed intrusive mechanisms are interpreted as small mesoscale to sub-mesoscale700
to eddies with some evidence of filament structures. Our seismic observations have been701
calibrated by a set of coeval hydrographic observations that are consistent with previous702
oceanographic studies. The density of eddies and the significantly higher estimate of intru-703
sive frequency, combined with hydrographic and seismic estimates of on-shelf advection, all704
suggest that warm-water transport across the shelf has been significantly underestimated.705
A direct consequence of this underestimate is the potential impact upon basal melting of706
icesheets. A set of sloping reflections characteristic of an oceanic front is interpreted as the707
Antarctic Slope Front. This interpretation positions the circumpolar influence within the708
Bellingshausen Sea further east than previously suggested. Finally, a substantial warm-core709
anticyclonic circulation feature is observed above the Alexander Island Drift, which appears710
to be characteristic of a stratified Taylor column. Scaling analysis suggests that a combina-711
tion of local bathymetry and circulation are conducive to the formation of this flow feature.712
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Table 1. Seismic reflection profiles acquired during cruise JR298. Symbols *, †, ‡ indicate simultaneously
acquired hydrographic, echosounder and ADCP observations, respectively.
713
714
Label Length, km dd/mm/yyyy Direction Min. water depth, m Max. water depth, m
L52 180 12/02/2015 N–S 650 4000
L61* 75 22/02/2015 NW–SE 500 3000
L62*† 35 22/02/2015 SW–NE 500 600
L55*†‡ 95 18/02/2015 SE–NW 3000 4000
L57†‡ 96 18/02/2015 SW–NE 3000 4000
Table 2. Constants and variables used in scaling analysis715
Symbol Description Unit
α Scaling constant -
Av Vertical diffusivity m2 s−1
B Burger number -
C Eddy concentration -
η Perturbation from maximum water depth m
f Coriolis parameter s−1
fe Eddy intrusion frequency number per month
h Vertical lengthscale m
H Maximum water depth m
Ho Depth beyond topographic obstacle m
λ Decay rate s−1
L Horizontal lengthscale m
Lo Length of topographic obstacle m
LR Rossby radius m
n nth baroclinic wave -
N Buoyancy frequency s−1
Ω Rotation rate of Earth s−1
φ Latitude ◦S
Q Potential vorticity m−1 s−1
Ro Rossby number -
τ Decay time s
U Characteristic velocity m s−1
v Advection velocity m s−1
ζ Relative vorticity s−1
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Figure 1. (a) Bathymetric map of portion of Bellingshausen Sea (inset: arrow = location of experiment;
dotted line = mean location of Southern Antarctic Circumpolar Current Front). Faint black lines = 500 and
1000 m contours delineating shelf edge and bathymetric troughs; black dotted line labeled <SACCF> = mean
location of Southern Antarctic Circumpolar Current Front [Orsi et al., 1995]; red dotted line labeled SACCF
= instantaneous location of Southern Antarctic Circumpolar Current Front, identified from sea-surface ve-
locity and temperature observations shown in panels (b) and (c), during period of seismic experiment; thin
black lines = seismic reflection profiles; thick black lines = portions of profiles shown in Figures 3–9; TID =
Thurston Island Drift; BeT = Belgica Trough; AID = Alexander Island Drift; MT = Marguerite Trough; BiT
= Biscoe Trough. (b) Map of sea-surface velocity field determined from Ocean Surface Current Analyses
Real-time (OSCAR) satellite measurements (five day composite centered on 5th February 2015; Bonjean and
Lagerloef , 2002). Black arrows = velocity vectors; green shading = average speed. (c) Map of sea-surface
temperature determined from Multi-scale Ultra-high Resolution Sea Surface Temperature (MUR-SST)
satellite measurements (monthly mean for February 2015). White circles = loci of coeval hydrographic mea-
surements; dotted line = mean location of SACCF; thin/thick black lines = seismic reflection profile where
label refers to profile number.
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Figure 2. (a) Cartoon of physical oceanographic context highlighting impingement of warm-water intru-
sions onto shallow continental shelf. AASW = Antarctic Surface Water; SML = Surface Mixed Layer; WW
= Winter Water; UCDW = Upper Circumpolar Deep Water; LCDW = Lower Circumpolar Deep Water; m-
UCDW = modified UCDW; polygon with hatching = ice sheet. (b) Temperature-salinity plot. Blue circles
shaded according to depth = hydrographic measurements acquired during Cruise JR298; gray circles = legacy
hydrographic measurements collected on RVIB Nathaniel B. Palmer cruise as part of Antarctica Long-Term
Ecological Research (PAL-LTER) database [Smith et al., 1995]; box = locus of Winter Water; dashed line =
freezing temperature of seawater. (c) Sound speed measurements as function of depth acquired during cruise
JR298.
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Figure 3. (a) and (b) Seismic reflection profile L52 where red/blue stripes correspond to positive/negative
acoustic impedance contrasts caused by temperature and/or salinity variations within water column (see Fig-
ure 1 for location). Labeled box = zoomed portion shown in Figure 6; vertical black arrow = position of shelf
break at 1000 m isobath. (c) Profile L61. Labeled box = zoomed portion shown in Figure 7. Labeled solid
triangles = coeval hydrographic measurements. (d) Profile L62. Labeled box = zoomed portion shown in
Figure 8. Triangles as before.
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Figure 4. (a) and (b) Seismic reflection profile L52 converted into temperature using iterative procedure.
Blue/red colors = colder/warmer temperatures according to scale at right-hand side. Vertical black arrow
= locus of shelf break at 1000 m isobath. (c) Profile L61. Labeled solid triangles = coeval hydrographic
measurements. (d) Profile L62. Triangles as before.
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Figure 5. (a) and (b) Seismic reflection profile L52 overlain with residual temperature anomalies that
were calculated by subtracting average regional temperature structure determined using legacy hydrographic
measurements of PAL-LTER database from temperature structure shown in Figure 4a and b. Blue/red colors
= cold/warm temperature anomalies according to scale at right-hand side; labeled box = zoomed portion
shown in Figure 6; solid outlines = interpreted eddies based upon lens-shaped patterns of reflectivity wrapped
around acoustically blank interiors; vertical black arrow = locus of shelf break (1000 m isobath) along profile.
(c) Residual temperature structure of profile L61. Labeled box = zoomed portion shown in Figure 7. La-
beled solid triangles = coeval hydrographic measurements. (d) Residual temperature structure of profile L62.
Labeled box = zoomed portion shown in Figure 8. Triangles as before.
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Figure 6. (a) Portion of profile L52; black arrows = inferred position of putative Antarctic Slope Front.
White circles = locations where lens-shaped reflectivity patterns coincide with warm temperature anomalies
shown in (c). (b) Same portion of profile L52 overlain with residual temperature anomalies. (c) Same portion
of profile L52 showing residual temperature anomalies alone. Thin black lines = contours of temperature
plotted every 0.4 ◦C where top and bottom contours represent 0.2 ◦C.
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Figure 7. (a) Portion of profile L61 showing eddy-like feature. Labeled black triangle = location of coeval
XCTD cast; open circles = depths at which significant temperature changes occur. (b) Black line = temper-
ature as function of depth for XCTD cast at X2; arrows = depths at which significant temperature changes
occur that are indicative of a warm core eddy; dotted line = temperature as function of depth for XCTD cast at
X1 for comparison; red line = seismically determined temperature as function of depth at position where cast
X2 was acquired; red dotted line = inverted temperature as function of depth at position where cast X1 was
acquired. (c) Black line = residual temperature anomaly as function of depth for XCTD cast at X2; dotted line
= residual temperature anomaly as function of depth for XCTD cast at X1 for comparison; red line = seismi-
cally determined residual temperature anomaly as function of depth at position where cast X2 was acquired;
red dotted line = seismically determined temperature anomaly as function of depth at position where cast
X1 was acquired. (d) Same portion of profile L61 overlain with seismically determined residual temperature
structure. (e) Same as panel (b). (f) Same as panel (c).
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Figure 8. (a) Portion of profile L62 showing a less well imaged eddy (or possibly filament-like feature)
at range of 23–34 km and depth of 180–290 m. Labeled black triangles = locations of coeval XCTD/XBT
casts; open circles = depths at which significant temperature changes occur; solid circles = depths to crest of
eddy/filament recorded on coincident echosounder profile shown in panel (c). (b) Black line = temperature as
function of depth for XCTD cast at X5; arrow = depth at which significant temperature change occurs; dotted
line = temperature as function of depth for XBT cast at X3 for comparison; red line = seismically determined
temperature as function of depth at position where cast X5 was acquired; red dotted line = seismically de-
termined temperature as function of depth at position where cast X3 was acquired. (c) Black line = residual
temperature anomaly as function of depth for XCTD cast at X5; dotted line = residual temperature anomaly
as function of depth for XCTD cast at X3 for comparison; red line = seismically determined residual tem-
perature anomaly as function of depth at position where cast X5 was acquired; red dotted line = seismically
determined residual temperature anomaly as function of depth at position where cast X3 was acquired. (d) 38
kHz echosounder profile that coincides with profile L62. (e) Black line = temperature as function of depth for
XCTD cast at X6; arrow = depth at which significant temperature change occurs; red line = seismically deter-
mined temperature as function of depth at position where cast X6 was acquired; red dotted line = seismically
determined temperature as function of depth at position where cast X3 was acquired. (f) Black line = residual
temperature anomaly as function of depth for XCTD cast at X6; dotted line = residual temperature anomaly as
function of depth for XCTD cast at X3 for comparison; red line = seismically determined residual temperature
anomaly as function of depth at position where cast X6 was acquired; red dotted line = seismically determined
temperature anomaly as function of depth at position where cast X3 was acquired. (g) Same portion of profile
L62 overlain with seismically determined residual temperature anomaly structure. (h) Same as panel (e). (i)
Same as panel (f).
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Figure 9. (a) Profile L55. Labeled box = zoomed portion shown in panel (c); vertical dashed line = locus
of intersection with profile L57. (b) Profile L57. Labeled box = zoomed portion shown in panel (d); vertical
dashed line = locus of intersection with profile L55. (c) and (d) Conjoined zooms of orthogonal profiles L55
and L57. (e) Conjoined zooms overlain with north component of water current velocity from vessel-mounted
ADCP record. (f) Same overlain with east component of water current velocity from vessel-mounted ADCP
record. (g) Same overlain with residual temperature anomalies.
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Figure 10. (a) Portion of profile L52. Right-/left-pointing black arrows = measured southward (i.e. on-
shelf)/northward (i.e. off-shelf) speeds of individual reflections ; white arrows = examples shown in (f), (j)
and (n). (b) Horizontally averaged speed measurements as function of depth along profile L52. Thin arrows
= individual horizontally averaged measurements; thick arrows = measurements within UCDW layer that
yield average speed of 0.07±0.04 m s−1. (c–e) Set of normal move-out corrected shot gathers at three differ-
ent times separated by ∼40 s that show detectable translation of reflections. Filled circle = position of given
reflection on given shot gather; open circle(s) = earlier position(s) on later shot gather(s). (f) Corresponding
time-distance diagram where amplitude of reflection is plotted as function of time (i.e. shot number) and
distance (i.e. CMP number). Value of speed and its uncertainty shown in bottom right-hand corner are indi-
cated at location marked by letter (f) on panel (a); pair of black arrows = measured slope representing speed
of reflection; black half-arrow = speed of vessel (i.e. ∼2.5 m s−1). (g–j) Equivalent set of panels for location
indicated by letter (j) on panel (a). (k–n) Equivalent set of panels for location indicated by letter (n) on panel
(a).
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Figure 11. (a) Interpretation of profile L52 (see Figure 3a and b). Black blobs = identifiable eddy struc-
tures; vertical dashed line = boundary between two portions of profile. (b) Red blobs = best-fitting ellipses
to observed eddies; L = horizontal length of eddy; h = height of eddy; sloping line = seabed; H = maximum
water depth at left-hand end of profile; η = height perturbation above maximum water depth; regimes 1–3 are
referred to in text. (c) Solid circles = concentration of eddies, C, as function of range calculated using pixel
counting method; black line = concentration as function of range calculated using Equation (4) with parameter
values described in text. (d) Black circles = aspect ratios (i.e. L/h) of eddies as function of range calculated
using best-fitting ellipses; black dashed line = N/ f . (e) Black circles = potential vorticity, Q, for each eddy as
function of range calculated assumingU =0.2 m s−1; black dashed line = constant value of Q used in (f). (f)
Black circles = characteristic velocity,U, for each eddy as function of range calculated assuming Q = 1×10−8
m−1 s−1; black dashed line = constant value ofU used in (e).
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A: Appendix828
A.1 Seismic Acquisition and Processing829
During seismic acquisition, a pulse of acoustic energy with frequencies of 10–100 Hz830
is generated within the water column by a towed source. This source consists of an array of831
airguns that is towed at a depth of 5–10 m. When fired, the airguns release compressed air832
into the water column. The receiver array consists of a cable or streamer up to 2 km long833
that is towed behind the vessel in water depths of 10–20 m. This streamer usually has >100834
evenly spaced hydrophones arranged in groups along its length.835
Within the water column, expanding wavefronts of acoustic energy encounter bound-836
aries with impedance, z, changes that are caused by temperature and/or salinity contrasts.837
Energy is partitioned so that some proportion is reflected upward and the rest is transmit-838
ted downward. In this way, the array of receivers along the streamer record reflections from839
impedance contrasts within the water column from each shot (i.e. source impulse). The840
vessel steams in a straight line at a speed of 2.5 m s−1). Shots are fired at a constant inter-841
val of 10 s which corresponds to distances of 25 m apart. Seismic traces are recorded at842
each receiver along the streamer. In this way, a vertical slice through the water column is843
recorded as a function of elapsed time. Since the shot spacing is usually much smaller than844
the streamer length, each spatial location within the water column is sampled many times. A845
set of individual seismic traces for different shot-receiver pairs that share the same sampling846
locations at depth is known as a common mid-point (CMP) gather. The degree of redun-847
dancy represented by the number of times that each location is sampled within a single CMP848
gather is known as the fold of cover, n f . For cruise JR298, n f = 60. High fold is essential for849
good quality seismic imaging of the water column because reflected waves have amplitudes850
that are 100–1000 times weaker than those encountered within the solid Earth. Sampling re-851
dundancy enables the signal-to-noise ratio to be increased by
√
n where n is the number of852
individual traces within a given CMP gather.853
Each seismic trace is recorded as a function of the time delay between an airgun shot854
and the recording of reflected energy. The travel time of each reflected wave is dependent855
upon wavefront geometry through the acoustic medium and is referred to as two-way travel856
time (TWTT). Positive and negative excursions along each trace are proportional to pres-857
sure changes generated by incoming waves. Larger impedance contrasts reflect more energy,858
generating a greater pressure change at the receiver and thus a larger amplitude. Different859
traces within a given CMP gather are recorded over longer ray paths. The time, tx , taken for860
a wave to reflect off a horizon at a depth, z, increases as a function of the horizontal offset, x,861
between the source and the receiver. tx increases with offset and is given by862
tx =
√
x2 + 4z2
c2
, (A.1)
where c is the sound speed of the acoustic medium. At zero offset (i.e. x = 0), the source863
and receiver are spatially coincident and this equation simplifies to tx = 2zc . The hyper-864
bolic increase of tx as a function of x is referred to as normal move-out (NMO). To correctly865
combine different traces from a given CMP gather, this NMO must first be removed. Since c866
varies as a function of depth, a series of cumulatively increasing values of c must be chosen867
as a function of TWTT to ensure that NMO is properly corrected. In practice, a root mean868
squared (rms) sound speed profile is picked using an iterative process of trial and error for869
each CMP gather. This sound speed profile enables NMO to be removed as a function of870
TWTT which in turn enables NMO-corrected traces from a given CMP gather to be added871
together or stacked. A stacked gather constitutes a single zero-offset trace located at x/2. The872
final seismic image is created by placing a series of stacked zero-offset traces side by side.873
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A.2 Temperature Conversion874
Seismic reflectivity is generated by changes in acoustic impedance, z, which is the875
product of sound speed, c, and density, ρ. Within the water column, it has been shown that876
z is dominated by the spatial and temporal variation of c rather than ρ. In turn, the variation877
of c is determined by temperature, T , salinity, S, and pressure. In principle, therefore, the878
reflective field contains information about water properties that can be recovered.879
Previously, amplitudes of reflections have been used to estimate temperature and salin-880
ity in two different approaches: an iterative procedure and full-waveform inversion (e.g.881
Wood et al., 2008; Papenberg et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2016). These different approaches882
perform well with accuracies that vary between 0.03-0.10 ◦C. Here, we exploit the more883
straightforward and pragmatic iterative approach in order to determine temperature from884
acoustic reflectivity.885
Seismic reflection images are dominated by short wavelength vertical components of886
T and S which vary on length scales of 15–150 m for frequencies of 10–100 Hz. This lim-887
itation is a direct consequence of the band-limited nature of the impulsive seismic source.888
Acoustic inverse methods are therefore restricted since closely spaced coincident hydro-889
graphic observations of temperature and salinity are required to provide a long wavelength890
background profile on length scales of longer than 150 m. Unfortunately, coincident hy-891
drographic measurements can be sparse or even unavailable, which means that there may892
be distances of hundreds of kilometers between calibration points. To overcome this limita-893
tion, we exploit long wavelength sound speed variations that are determined by sound speed894
picking of the pre-stack seismic records themselves. In this way, temperature conversion is895
divorced from the restriction of requiring coincident and densely sampled hydrographic mea-896
surements. Our modified approach is also computationally efficient compared to alternative897
schemes. The methodology described here can be applied to any uncalibrated seismic sur-898
vey, which means that substantial archives of legacy surveys covering most continental mar-899
gins can be exploited.900
Detailed processing of seismic data yields a series of reflection coefficients through901
time and space that are related to short wavelength changes of sound speed. We extract the902
short wavelength component using903
R =
c2ρ2 − c1ρ1
c2ρ2 + c1ρ1
, (A.2)
where subscripts 1 and 2 represent the upper and lower layers that define a reflecting inter-904
face, respectively [Yilmaz, 2001]. Since density variations make a minor contribution to R,905
it is reasonable to assume that ρ varies as a function of depth in accordance with regional906
hydroraphic measurements.907
The short wavelength variation of sound speed is calculated from large numbers of908
vrms profiles that are obtaining during sound speed analysis of pre-stack seismic data. vrms909
is defined by910
vrms =
√
v21t1 + v
2
2t2 + · · ·
t1 + t2 + · · · , (A.3)
where ti and vi are the two-way travel time down to, and interval sound speed of, the ith911
layer. Thus vrms can be regarded as a running average of sound speed within the water col-912
umn which is representative of the long wavelength component. Sound speed analysis is typ-913
ically carried out every 1.25 km along a given seismic profile.914
It is straightforward to convert vrms into interval sound speed using the Dix equa-915
tion [Dix, 1955]. This equation makes three assumptions about the nature of the acous-916
tic medium. First, the medium is assumed to consist of horizontal layers of constant sound917
speed. Secondly, acoustic rays are assumed to travel in straight lines according to Snell’s law.918
Thirdly, the small aperture approximation for a seismic experiment applies [Yilmaz, 2001].919
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In the oceanic realm, reflector dips generally do not exceed 5◦. On the seismic pro-920
files presented here, dip generally does not exceed 1◦ and so the water column is composed921
of essentially horizontal layers. Laterally, acoustic sound speed does not vary by more than922
2% (i.e. ∼30 m s−1) along twice the length of the streamer (i.e. 4.8 km). Therefore observed923
horizontal sound speed variations are no greater than 0.4% so that reflections exhibit hyper-924
bolic move-out as a function of horizontal offset [Lynn and Claerbout, 1982]. The ratio of925
maximum offset to target depth ensures that both the straight ray path and the small aperture926
approximation conditions are met. Thus, the Dix equation will accurately recover interval927
sound speeds from the picked vrms field. Before and after application of the Dix equation,928
sound speed fields are smoothed using horizontal and vertical moving averages.929
In this way, the long wavelength component of the sound speed model is recovered930
every 1.25 km along a given profile. The density of this recovery is a significant improve-931
ment on the spacing of coincident hydrographic measurements acquired during cruise JR298,932
which are spaced irregularly with average intervals of 10 km. Furthermore, this density is933
much greater than could be reasonably achieved during a typical hydrographic experiment.934
Assuming a continuous vessel speed of 2.5 m s−1, expendable casts would have to be de-935
ployed every ∼8 minutes to achieve 1.25 km spacing. Long and short wavelength sound936
speed fields are then merged and the final sound speed model is converted into temperature937
using the iterative method described by Papenberg et al. [2010].938
A.3 Echosounder Profiles939
High frequency (i.e. 18–200 kHz) acoustic echosounder surveys were acquired. These940
surveys provide sub-meter resolution imaging over ranges of 10s-100s of kilometers but941
depth penetration is limited due to absorption and scattering effects within the water column.942
Echosounding is a tool for estimating the distribution and abundance of biomass (e.g. fish,943
zooplankton). Detectable echoes are also produced by suspended sediment fractions, by bub-944
bles, as well as in some cases by temperature and salinity gradients. The use of echosounders945
for identifying and mapping oceanic microstructure is not as common but it has been shown946
to be a promising technique [Goodman, 1990; Warren et al., 2003; Lavery et al., 2010]. The947
main drawback is ambiguity in interpreting resultant profiles due to a wide variety of pos-948
sible biological and physical sources that can simultaneously act to scatter acoustic energy949
[Ross et al., 2007]. Significantly, Warren et al. [2003] and Lavery et al. [2010] have shown950
that at frequencies of <100 kHz, backscattering is dominated by reflections from microstruc-951
ture rather than zooplankton.952
During cruise JR298, an EK60 bio-acoustic echosounder with frequencies of 38, 70,953
120 and 200 kHz was used to acquire profiles along portions of the seismic survey. This954
echosounder was used in free-run mode, pinging approximately every 6 s. The EK60 device955
was not synchronized with other acoustic methods since a primary aim of the JR298 cruise956
was to obtain high quality sub-bottom profile observations. Consequently, echosounder data957
were exposed to a considerable amount of ambient and systematic noise. Where echosounder958
and seismic profiles coincide, preliminary results show that there is a strong, albeit intermit-959
tent, correlation between both datasets. Selected profiles were processed using a straight-960
forward processing flow in which account was taken of: the position of the transducers be-961
neath the hull; measurements above 13 m were muted due to interference of the hull which962
causes high amplitude ringing; pings from other instruments were muted; and a 3 × 3 con-963
volution was used for spatial and temporal smoothing. A coincident echosounding profile is964
only shown for seismic profile L62.965
A.4 Acoustic Doppler Current Profiling966
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiling (ADCP) is used to obtain continuous measure-967
ments of particle velocity of oceanic currents as a function of depth. It exploits four trans-968
ducers that transmit and receive acoustic pulses within a frequency range of 30–200 kHz.969
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Acoustic energy is scattered by small particles such as zooplankton, suspended sediments, or970
other solid particles that are assumed to drift according to local currents. The beams trans-971
mit sound at a known frequency into the water column, which reflects off moving particles972
and returns with a different frequency according to the velocity of water it traverses. This973
Doppler shift effect exploits the frequency shift measured by each transducer and in this way974
ADCP can compute the vector component of particle velocity along the beam direction. Four975
beams are used to measure three velocity components so that the vector of particle velocity976
relative to that of the vessel is computed. To obtain the correct velocity, the current profiler977
subtracts the vessel velocity from that of the measured currents. This correction is carried978
out either by using the bottom-tracking option or by using global positioning system naviga-979
tion data.980
An RDI 75 kHz ADCP was used intermittently during cruise JR298 to acquire water981
current velocity measurements. This system was configured using an 8 m pulse length with982
100 × 8 m depth bins using two minute ensemble averages. This configuration generated983
velocity measurements for a depth range of 8–800 m. Bottom tracking was disabled for the984
whole cruise since water depths greater than 500 m were generally encountered. ADCP ob-985
servations are processed using the Common Oceanographic Data Access System (CODAS)986
developed by Firing and Hummon at the University of Hawaii. Heading corrections are made987
using GPS data acquired by the onboard Seapath system.988
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Table A.1. Coeval hydrographic measurements from cruise JR298.989
Name Type Date, dd/mm/yy Time, hh:mm:ss Latitude, ◦S Longitude, ◦W
X1 XCTD 19/02/2015 12:33:56 66.47 71.57
X2 XCTD 22/02/2015 14:21:19 66.56 71.35
X3 XBT 22/02/2015 15:06:37 66.57 71.24
X4 XCTD 22/02/2015 15:54:43 66.53 71.13
X5 XBT 22/02/2015 16:56:04 66.48 70.98
X6 XCTD 22/02/2015 18:29:24 66.40 70.77
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Figure A.1. Set of cartoons that show evolving geometry of seismic reflection experiment. (a) Vessel tows
a 2.4 km long streamer with 240 receiver groups. Source comprises pair of Generator-Injector airguns. Un-
dulating line = moving reflector within water column. (b) At time t0, airgun array is fired, releasing acoustic
energy into water column that is reflected and transmitted at boundaries where acoustic impedance changes.
Black/gray ray paths = near/far offset arrivals that sample different sub-surface positions. (c) At subsequent
time, t1, vessel has steamed further along so that identical sub-surface position is resampled with increasing
offset. (d) With elapsed time, every sub-surface position is sampled many times by successive shot-receiver
pairs whose number depends upon speed of vessel and shot interval. CMP = common midpoint.
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Figure A.2. Sound speed analysis of two different CMP gathers from profile L52. (a) Uncorrected CMP
number 201 plotted as function of horizontal trace number and two-way travel time (TWTT). (b) Semblance
plot that shows root mean square sound speed, vrms , as function of TWTT. Warm colors = optimal values
of vrms that yield correct time delays on CMP gather; white circles = chosen vrms picks. (c) Over-corrected
CMP gather where selected vrms values are too slow. (d) Optimally corrected CMP gather using vrms picks
shown in panel (b). (e) Under-corrected CMP gather where selected vrms values are too fast. (f)–(j) Equiva-
lent panels for CMP number 18001. Lines with open circles = over- and under-corrected reflection; lines with
solid circles = optimally corrected reflection.
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Figure A.3. Sound speed models for portion of profile L52 shown in Figure 6. (a) Root mean square sound
speed, vrms , as function of range. White circles = loci of sound speed profiles that were picked every 1.25
km; black triangle = location of CMP gather shown in Figure A.2a–e. (b) vrms as function of range that has
been horizontally smoothed using sliding window of 6.25 km. (c) Interval sound speed, vint , as function
of range calculated from vrms using Dix Equation [Dix, 1955]. (d) vint as function of range that has been
vertically smoothed using sliding window of 0.1 s.
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Figure A.4. (a) Profile L61. Labeled triangles = loci of coeval CTD casts X1 and X2. Four panels along
base compare observed and calculated sound speed and temperature profiles at X1 and X2. Black lines = ob-
served profiles; red lines = calculated profiles determined by iterative inverse procedure. (b) Same for profile
L62.
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